Exposure assessment in the occupational setting.
Exposure assessment, the first step in risk assessment, has traditionally been performed for a variety of purposes. These include compliance determinations; management of specific programs that are implemented by comparison with an occupational exposure limit (such as medical surveillance, training, and respiratory protection programs); task/source investigations for determination of exposure control strategies; epidemiologic studies; worker compensation/toxic tort cases; health complaint or problem investigations; risk assessment and management; and evaluation of future changes in the workplace (e.g., introduction of a new chemical). Each purpose requires slightly different approaches, but there are also many similarities. The goal of this paper is to identify a general approach to assessing exposures that can be used for all purposes with only slight modifications. Five components of exposure assessments are identified: collection of data, identification of the hazard, selection of exposure metrics, definition of exposure groups and estimation of the exposures. The characteristics of these components for each type of assessment are discussed. From this review, it is clear that there is substantial overlap across the types of assessment. A single exposure assessment program is suggested that encompasses all the needs of these assessments and incorporates assessment of exposures for an entire workforce at a site at minimal cost by using prediction models and validation with measurements.